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Starring the timeless characters that have made the Disney Princess films a treasured part of pop

culture and animation history, this visually stunning volume is packed with intricately designed

pop-ups, transformative scenes, and many other surprises. With state-of-the-art paper engineering

and beautifully rendered illustrations, Disney Princess: A Magical Pop-Up World brings these

castles and characters brilliantly to life, capturing the magical worlds that have enthralled audiences

for decades. This collectible piece of Disney Princess magic spans eleven films and princesses,

including fan-favorites such as Belle, Snow White, Ariel, and Rapunzel. Through twenty-seven

pop-ups and transformative scenes, the key moments from these beloved films leap from the page,

and the accompanying text makes this book a wonderful interactive reading experience that families

will treasure. Join Cinderella as she transforms for the ball, Jasmine as she embarks on a magic

carpet ride, Aurora as she pricks her finger on MaleficentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s spinning wheel and is saved by

her prince, and Merida as she bravely fights to decide her own destiny. The ultimate pop-up for

collectors, Disney fans, and kids of all ages, Disney Princess: A Magical Pop-Up World is an

indispensable celebration of these enduring characters, stories, and fairy tales.
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Matthew Christian Reinhart studied industrial design at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn before finding
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Run!! Do not walk ...to your computer, smartphone, 2 cans and a string....to order this Masterpiece

of Pop-up from the talented genius, Matthew Reinhart!!! This book took my breath away!! It is

absolutely one of the most beautiful, intricate, artistic, magical work of paper art! It brought tears to

my eyes!! To be gifted with the hardwork, attention to every little detail, generous labor of love of Mr

Reinhart is an honor and so appreciated!! Thank you Mr Reinhart so kindly for bestowing us with

this magical work of art!! To all who worked so hard but so lovingly on this delightful page after page

of pure joy and wonder!! Thank you soooo much!! This will be the perfect gift for the holidays, for the

Disney lover, for young and old, for pop up books aficionados! ....Run.....!!!

Ridiculously detailed, beautiful and almost too nice for my kid! I think I am more enchanted with this

book and notice new details every time I open it. It is more than a work of art as it contains nicely

summarized stories for each Princess vignette. Makes reading fun for Mom and kiddo!

Beautiful book! Extremely impressed with the quality and the clever designs of the the pop up

artistry. The main pop up arts in the center are incredible and most have very intricate pull tabs that

work like magic! At the blink of an eye, Cinderella is transformed by fairy godmother's magic. Each

page contains smaller pop up arts of various Disney princesses and characters. Adults and kids are

equally fascinated by this book.

Beautiful book but fragile. I expected that it would be but some of the pull tabs ripped within the first

couple of uses by my daughter (she's 5) even though she was being very careful. She does love the

book though and a bit of tape here and there fixed it right up. The book has some truly amazing pop

outs...a real collectors item. But not really for smaller kids.

This is an awesome book for a kid that loves Disney, or just any kid that has a good imagination.

The stories are very well done and the pop ups are amazing. All together a great value and it would

be a very impressive gift for a child too.

Great book, Terrific quality. It was much bigger than I anticipated and very easy for toddler to flip

through. Seems sturdy quality so hopefully it will last for years to come.



Just gave this wonderful book to our 6 year old. My husband was amazed over all the details.

Scenes are very beautiful and intricate. Like other reviewers have said the book is delicate.

Beautiful book, however the pops up do not operate smoothly. Extra help is required for

transformations and one shape does not fold properly. Can not be operated by a child.
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